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Abstract

Growing concerns about the AI alignment problem have emerged in recent years,
with previous work focusing mostly on (1) qualitative descriptions of the alignment
problem; (2) attempting to align AI actions with human interests by focusing on
value specification and learning; and/or (3) focusing on either a single agent or
on humanity as a singular unit. However, the field as a whole lacks a systematic
understanding of how to specify, describe and analyze misalignment among entities,
which may include individual humans, AI agents, and complex compositional
entities such as corporations, nation-states, and so forth. Prior work on controversy
in computational social science offers a mathematical model of contention among
populations (of humans). In this paper, we adapt this contention model to the
alignment problem, and show how viewing misalignment can vary depending
on the population of agents (human or otherwise) being observed as well as the
domain or "problem area" in question. Our model departs from value specification
approaches and focuses instead on the morass of complex, interlocking, sometimes
contradictory goals that agents may have in practice. We discuss the implications
of our model and leave more thorough verification for future work.

1 Introduction

Growing concerns about the AI alignment problem have emerged in recent years [e.g. 20, 8]. Previous
work has mostly been qualitative in its description of the alignment problem and/or has attempted
to align AI actions with human interests by focusing on value specification and learning [9, 15];
alternatively, most models assume alignment to a single agent or humanity as a whole. However, we
still lack a systematic understanding of how misalignment should be defined and measured. One big
gap is the dearth of discussion on human misalignment.

With respect to the current AI systems that exist today, Russell [20] made a bold but intuitively
convincing argument that social media AI today is already misaligned with humanity (e.g. through
extensive disinformation spread). However, these social media systems are not misaligned generally
with all of humanity, but rather they are misaligned with certain individuals and groups. For example,
human agents in the Russian IRA actively sowing propaganda may actually be benefiting significantly
from Facebook’s AI and consider themselves aligned with it. Moreover, Facebook AI is largely
aligned with its individual employees and corporate shareholders in the area of maximizing corporate
value, even as some of those individuals may be misaligned with the AI with respect to their own
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social media activity and how it impacts their well-being. Of course, even within a country, there
are frequent and strong disagreements over what constitutes misalignment and why, though the term
itself might not be used. For example, people on the political right in the USA would argue that the
Facebook AI system is misaligned because it is subverting free speech, while those on the political left
would argue that it is misaligned because it amplifies disinformation. A question emerges - aligned
with whom, and on what? The alignment of an AI agent or system might be with an adversary, rather
than with the developers and/or owners of it; and the alignment or lack thereof might be context- or
agent-dependent.

To that end, we propose a novel probabilistic model of misalignment that is predicated on the
population of agents being observed (whether human, AI, or any combination of the two), as well as
the problem area at hand, and by extension, the agents’ goals regarding that area. To do so, we extend
and adapt a model of contention from computational social science [13] and apply the adapted model
to the alignment problem. We briefly demonstrate the expressiveness and explanatory power of this
model by showing its relevance to real-world scenarios that previous models struggle to explain.

Our contributions in this paper are as follows: (1) we introduce a mathematical model of misalign-
ment, offering it as a probability predicated on (a) the observed population of agents and (b) a specific
problem area; (2) we propose utilizing the incompatibility of agent goals with respect to the problem
area in question in order to arrive at an estimate for that probability; and (3) we discuss implications
and benefits of utilizing this model in measuring misalignment in mixed populations of humans, AI
agents, or both.

2 Prior work

In Critch and Krueger’s discussion of misalignment, they mention “...the difficulty of defining
alignment with a multi-stakeholder system such as humanity” and ask, “where might one draw the
threshold between ‘not very well aligned’ and ‘misaligned’[..]?” [9, pg. 14]. This paper focuses on
both of these challenges: first, defining alignment across multiple agents; and second, quantifying
misalignment mathematically. Our contribution thus departs from prior work on AI alignment by
introducing a precise yet versatile framework for alignment.

AI alignment As discussed above, several researchers have also argued that existing AI systems
are causing or exacerbating information ecosystem threats such as mis- and disinformation, hate
speech, bias and weaponized controversy [e.g., 7, 10, 20] and threatening humanity’s collective sense-
making, decision-making and cooperative abilities [e.g., 2, 21]. Our model departs from existing
work (including a recent survey on the literature [11]) by viewing misalignment as a trait rooted in
a population of agents, and inherently quantifiable in nature, rather than binary. We suggest that
misalignment can be separately observed between pairs of agents and then generalized and quantified
in a much larger group. Our model also departs from most other definitions of alignment, by focusing
on agent goals in multiple “problem areas,” rather than values or intentions [22]. Some existing
literature has mentioned the issues for alignment posed by the aforementioned value pluralism.
Intuitively, AI should satisfy some consensus between human cultural values to be considered
“aligned with human values” [12], but there are no methods of measuring the (mis)alignment of values
between cultures and/or AI agents. Social choice theory provides useful tools for measuring human
opinions which could provide a good reference point for aligning AI [12, 19], but that work leaves
open the questions of who to align the AI agent(s) to and how to measure that alignment.

Jang et al.’s contention model Prior work on controversy [13] in computational social science
offers a mathematical model of contention among populations (of humans); that paper addresses the
question of “controversial to whom?” This model offers a promising avenue regarding misalignment
due to its emphasis on disagreements and its flexibility in covering a wide range of populations and
topics. Our misalignment model extends, modifies and adapts this model of contention in order to
quantify misalignment from a probabilistic standpoint in a mixed population of humans and AI; we
therefore benefit from a similar flexibility. Appendix A compares the contention model’s notation to
a comprehensive list of symbols and definitions used herein.
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3 Modeling misalignment in populations

Our paper rests on a key observation, which is that “solving” the AI alignment problem, or even
deeply understanding the complexity inherent in that problem, has a precondition: an understanding
of the extant challenges in aligning humans, or measuring their alignment (or lack thereof), which in
itself is an intractable problem that is far from resolved. For evidence, one needs only to open their
preferred source of news: the evidence of (human) conflicts, power struggles, and strife is all around
us. Though the term “alignment” is not often utilized to describe such conflicts, it is nonetheless
appropriate for it: aligning humans is a central challenge in human life, from armed conflict through
to market competition and even marital strife.

This observation calls to mind the phenomenon of contention in public discourse. Building on the
computational model for contention [13], which quantifies the proportion of people in disagreement
on stances regarding a topic, parameterized by the observed group of individuals (referred to as the
“population”), we now extend this model to capture misalignment with respect to goals. An extension
of the human population into a hybrid population of human and AI agents is fairly straightforward.
Perhaps surprisingly, the contention model converts to our novel misalignment model in an analogous
manner: whereby contention was determined and quantified by individuals’ stances on a given
topic [13], we can use individuals’ goals in a given problem area in order to determine and quantify
misalignment. We begin with a general formulation of misalignment, and then describe a special case
in which goals are assumed to be mutually exclusive and every agent holds only one goal.

Definitions Let Ω = {ia1..ian} be a population of n individual agents (who may be people or AI
systems). Let PA be a problem area of interest to at least one agent in population Ω. We define A to
be a binary variable to denote whether or not the agents are aligned on a given problem area. We
also define two binary values a and ma for A, respectively, aligned and misaligned. For example,
P (A = a|Ω, PA) denotes the probability that Ω is aligned with respect to PA, which we can shorten
to P (a|Ω, PA). By definition, P (a|Ω, PA) + P (ma|Ω, PA) = 1.

Let g denote a goal with regard to the problem area PA, and let the relationship holds(ia, g, PA)

denote that individual agent ia holds goal g with regard to problem area PA. Let Ĝ = {g1, g2, ..gk}
be the set of k goals with regards to problem area PA in the population Ω. We use g0 to denote that
an agent holds no goal on a certain PA1:

holds(ia, g0, PA) ⇐⇒ 6 ∃gi ∈ Ĝ s.t. holds(ia, gi, PA).

We set G = {g0}∪Ĝ be the set of k+1 extant goals with regard to PA in Ω; put differently, ∀ia ∈ Ω,
∃g ∈ G s.t. holds(ia, g, PA). We can now define a measure, conflict, denoting the incompatibility
of a pair of goals. We use P (conflict|gi, gj) = 1 to denote that gi and gj are in a complete conflict,
meaning mutually-exclusive; likewise, P (conflict|gi, gj) = 0 denotes that two goals are completely
compatible and aligned with each other. By definition, P (conflict|gi, gi) = 0.

Let a goal group denote a subgroup of the population that hold the same goal: for i ∈ {0..k},
let Gi = {ia ∈ Ω|holds(ia, gi, PA)}. By construction, Ω =

⋃
i Gi. We can easily overload the

conflict relationship to extend to goal groups, s.t. P (conflict|Gi,Gj) := P (conflict|gi, gj).

Now, we can quantify the proportion of the population who hold incompatible goals. Following the
contention model [13], we can model misalignment to directly reflect this question: “If we randomly
select a pair of agents, how likely are they to hold incompatible goals?” Let P (ma|Ω, PA) be the
probability that if we randomly select two agents in Ω, they will conflict with respect to PA:

P (ma|Ω, PA) := P (ia1, ia2 selected randomly from Ω,∃gi, gj ∈ G|holds(ia1, gi, PA)∧
holds(ia2, gj , PA)) · P (conflict|gi, gj) = P (ia1, ia2 selected randomly from Ω,∃gi, gj ∈ G|

p1 ∈ Gi ∧ p2 ∈ Gj · P (conflict|Gi, Gj) (1)

This definition can be trivially extended to any sub-population ω ⊆ Ω [for derivation see 13].

1This could be because they are not aware of the problem area, or else they are aware of it but do not have
any relevant goal.
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Mutually exclusive goals Analogously to contention, significant misalignment is likely to occur
when there are two or more mutually exclusive goals within a problem area. Adding some constraints
in that vein allowed contention to be quantified in a straightforward manner [13]; much of that
mathematical analysis then carries over neatly into misalignment. First, we restrict every agent to
hold only one goal in a problem area; second, we set each goal to be in conflict with each other goal,
and by extension implying that Gi ∩Gj = ∅. We also set a lack of a goal to not be in conflict with
any explicit goal. Once these constraints are added, we can follow the same calculation as Jang et
al. [13] in order to compute P (ma|Ω, PA), i.e., the probability of misalignment given a specific
population and problem area,2 resulting in the following value:

P (ma|Ω, PA) =
Σi∈{2..k}Σj∈{1..i−1}(2|Gi||Gj |)

|Ω|2
(2)

and P (a|Ω, PA) = 1− P (ma|Ω, PA). Armed with this equation, one can utilize information about
the number of agents holding a given goal within a problem area, in order to derive a parametric
quantity for misalignment, in the range [0, |G|−1

|G| ] (where |G| − 1 is the number of distinct goals in
the population).3

4 Discussion & Conclusions

In the real world, people often disagree, and are frequently misaligned; power struggles, resource
allocation conflicts, and international clashes are common. The long-term, total alignment of values,
interests, and goals across all domains, for any given group of humans, is by far the exception, not
the rule. Aligning AI to humans or humanity will be a challenging – if not outright futile – goal,
unless we can determine what the meaning of "alignment" is when humans themselves are misaligned.
When social media bots controlled by Russia spread disinformation on social media and influence
public opinion in another country, should we consider those bots to be aligned or misaligned? For a
much more mundane example, where should the AI’s allegiance lie when a child wants Alexa to play
“Baby Shark,” and their parent wants anything but that? Current approaches for AI alignment often
fall short of capturing such complex scenarios.

Our novel extension of the contention model [13] affords a means to quantify misalignment in
given agent populations, which may include a mix of humans and AI agents. With this model,
misalignment predicated on an observed population group as well as an observed problem area
provides a mechanism for a rich and nuanced understanding of misalignment that better matches
real-world conditions than could a simple binary or a global numeric value.

By providing a mathematical framework for quantifying misalignment in the manner we described,
we first and foremost enable modeling complex real-world scenarios of misalignment among human
populations, ranging from a global scale (e.g. nation-state conflicts, religious tensions, multi-national
conglomerates, etc.), through national (e.g. national elections, political polarization, taxation, etc.)
and local (e.g. state or municipal elections) scales, or even hyper-local scale (e.g. family fights, marital
discord, neighbor disputes). Divergent misalignment probabilities may be exhibited simultaneously
for the same group of people when evaluating different problem areas. Examples can include a
couple fighting over their finances while agreeing on their child-rearing approach, and the “strange
bedfellows” phenomenon when political enemies might agree on a certain policy for expediency.
Likewise, for a single problem area, different populations (including, but not limited to, various
subsets of one large population) may exhibit wildly different misalignment probabilities: an entire
country may be highly misaligned on taxation policy, while the population of a progressive state such
as Massachusetts might be extraordinarily aligned on raising taxes.

When we then utilize the model in the context of the AI alignment problem, we can better model the
complex situations that may arise when any group of humans—and the AI agents those humans de-
velop, design, and/or control—are variously aligned and misaligned. Curiously, our final formulation
of misalignment is also evocative in its similarity to the information theoretic definition of entropy

2We leave the full derivation as an exercise to the interested reader.
3While the probability is restricted to be strictly less than 1, that could be considered a feature rather than

a bug: a population with multiple incompatible goals is by definition impossible to fully align. Alternatively,
normalization can be employed to reach [0,1] range [see 13] regardless of |G|.
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and its attendant binomial coefficients.4 We believe this to be no coincidence; with this equation
in mind, we can see how groups holding incompatible goals serve as a form of information, while
entropy or “heat” (in both the metaphoric and literal, thermodynamic senses of the word) would be
maximal when misaligned agent groups are each |G||Ω| and identical in size.

Limitations Our model does not concern whether the actions of the agent have a positive or
negative outcome on the agent itself. Likewise, we leave open the question of how an agent’s goals
could be learned, though we note that other researchers have made some progress on that front [6].
Finally, we lack the space to describe detailed case-studies of our model or run simulations of those
case studies.

Future Work. We have focused on analyzing alignment in populations of human and machine
agents. Future work may consider the possibility of extending this model to non-human biological
entities, from the ultra-micro level such as intra-cellular interactions or inter-cell behaviors in a
culture, through microbial populations, to the alignment of entire ecosystems such as predator and
prey populations, ant/bee colonies, etc. In these situations there are different incentives, such as
an environment with less than perfect and instant communication between all parties where partial
information is available to different agents.
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A Appendix A: Notation comparison between Contention and Misalignment
models

As discussed in the paper, our misalignment model draws significantly on a previously proposed
model of contention due to Jang, Dori-Hacohen, and Allan (2017). Table 1 includes a comprehensive
list of symbols and definitions from the contention model and their respective analogues in our
novel misalignment model. We provide this to the interested reader who would like to work through
the mathematical derivations from the contention model [13], which we omit here due to space
considerations.

B Appendix B: AI Risk Analysis

Misaligned AI is one of the main existential risks (x-risks) facing humanity [1, 3, 18], with significant
arguments pointing to the possibility of its posing the largest and most likely x-risk [4]. A recent paper
presented potential pathways from current and near-term AI to increased x-risk, which does not pre-
suppose AGI [7]; instead, the authors propose that power struggles such as AI-powered international
and state-corporate conflicts may play a large role in increased x-risk (and/or other catastrophic tail
risks) due to other, non-AGI risk sources such as nuclear war, runaway climate change, and so forth.
Crucially, several recent papers have argued that current AI is already misaligned with humanity [e.g.,
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Table 1: Notation Change from Jang, Dori-Hacohen, and Allan’s contention model [13] to our
misalignment model. Note that the contention model only refers to populations of individual people,
whereas our model can flexibly handle combinations of human and AI agents.

Orig. Symbol [13]
Orig. Definition [13] New Symbol New Definition

Ω a population Ω a population

T a topic PA a problem area

p a person ia an individual agent (e.g., human or AI)

θ a tuple of {Ω, T} θ a tuple of {Ω, PA}

P (C|θ)
the probability of contention given θ,
i.e., the probability that topic T is
contentious in a given population Ω

P (A|θ)
the probability of alignment given θ, i.e.,
the probability that a given population Ω
is aligned with respect to PA

C a binary random variable for contention A a binary random variable for alignment

c a binary value to set C to be “contentious” ma a binary value to set A to be “misaligned”

nc a binary value to set C to be “non-
contentious”

a a binary value to set A to be “aligned”

s a stance with respect to topic T g a goal with respect to problem area PA

holds(p, s, T )
a person p holds stance s with respect to
topic T holds(ia, g, PA)

an agent ia holds goal g with respect to
problem area PA

Ŝ k stances with respect to topic T Ĝ q goals with respect to problem area PA

P (conflict|si, sj)
level of conflict between si and sj (0=no
conflict, 1=completely conflicting) P (conflict|gi, gj)

level of conflict between gi and gj (0=no
conflict, 1=completely conflicting)

s0 a lack of stance g0 a lack of goal

S Ŝ
⋃
s0 G Ĝ

⋃
g0

Gi a group of people who hold stance si Gi a group of agents who hold goal gi

Oi
an opposing group in the population
that hold a stance that conflicts with si

Oi
an opposing group in the population
that hold a goal that conflicts with gi

7, 20] and also that humanity’s collective sense-making and decision-making capacities are already
being compromised and diminished by present-day AI, such as the recommender systems at the
core of social media platforms [e.g., 2, 7, 21]. By recasting misalignment as first and foremost a
human-centered problem, rather than an AI-centric problem, and drawing on existing literature that
studies human conflict and contention, our paper ties directly into this line of research that suggests
that AI may serve to increase, accelerate and intensify the risks of human conflict—already a thorny
and arguably intractable problem even before AI’s advent [5, 14, 16, 17]. Furthermore, by providing
a flexible framework that can be used to account for, analyze and quantify misalignment among a vast
array of agents, both human and artificial, our work holds significant promise to advance our field’s
understanding of the alignment problem. Finally, our model encourages AI safety and alignment
researchers to avoid the potentially reductionist traps of (a) “narrowly” aligning AI with either indi-
vidual humans or humanity as a whole by highlighting the challenges in aligning any diverse group
of individuals, whether that group includes AI agents or not; and (b) adopting a techno-optimistic
and/or techno-positivist mindset that naively supposes that the alignment problem can be solved by
technological means alone. We sincerely hope that our paper sparks more conversation in the AI
safety and alignment communities about the sociotechnical aspects of the alignment problem, and the
need to include a diverse group of researchers and practitioners with expertise in diverse domains far
beyond computer science and philosophy departments; and by extension, contributes to improving
humanity’s odds of finding realistic and sustainable approaches to reducing x-risk.
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